
･ Ideas mainly from individual/group of junior high school student(s) or high school 
student(s) (to be illustrated as ideas of dreams).

･ Indicating issues to be addressed for goal achievement for ideas presented in the 
form of a research or a technology.

･ Citation (thesis, etc.) of ideas/knowledge from others must be provided.

･ Prior research must be quoted not only in the methodology and discussion, but 
also in the description of the background.

･ Graphs and charts should be comprehensible even in black and white.

･ Concerning with experiments involving human subject(s), please clearly state 
whether ethics committee review is cleared if necessary.

･ Principally, all submissions to both the idea contest and the poster presentation 
(Japanese & English) shall be original creations for “Tsukuba  Science Edge 2023”. 
Priorly released contents must be submitted together with newly added 
points/research progress. 

Overview

1）Oral Presentation (8 outstanding teams selected through 
document screening in the idea contest)

･ Please register and submit your abstract.

･ 8 teams will be selected based on the screening of the submitted abstracts. 
They will be asked to give an oral presentation at the Tsukuba International
Congress Center. Our committee will contact the selected teams directly.
Other participating teams will be invited to participate in the poster presentation.

･ A written review will also be provided at a later date to those who are not 
invited to
join the oral presentation.

･ We accept English presentations.

･ The 8 selected teams are entitled to compete for three prizes (Creativity
Orientation Award, Exploration Orientation Award, Future Orientation Award). 

2) Satellite presentation (To be selected from the teams other 
than Oral Presentation)

･ Please register and submit your abstract.

･ Based on the screening of the submitted abstracts, we are going to select 
among the teams (other than the winner) for a satellite presentation at Tsukuba 
International Congress Center (middle hall). Our committee will contact the 
selected team directly. Other participating teams will be invited to participate in 
the poster presentation.

･ A written review will also be provided accordingly at a later date to those who 
are not invited to join the satellite presentation. 

･ We accept English presentations.



3) English poster presentation

･ Please register and submit your abstract.

･ No document screening. 
Reviews are to be given based on the presentation at 
Tsukuba International Congress Center 
(presentation-3 mins; Q&A-7 mins).

･ Please prepare and show your poster. 
No printing service at the venue on the presentation day.

･ A written review based on the Intel ISEF standard will be 
given at the later date.

Title, School name, Name

Presentation

Fee

・ The participation fee is set as JPY 1,000 (for each participant)

・ A review fee of JPY 8,000 (for 1 team) is needed for oral presentation and English 
poster presentation.

・ No refund of participation fee for cancellation made by/for participant’s convenience. 

Application type Participation Fee
(per participant)

Review Fee 
(per 1 team)

Total

Participation＋Idea Contest JPY 1,000×number of people JPY 8,000 JPY 9,000～

Participation＋Poster Presentation JPY 1,000×number of people JPY 8,000 JPY 9,000～

* One student can only participate in the creation of one poster. 
No multiple submissions.

* Your idea can only be submitted to either the idea contest or the poster session, no 
duplicated submissions.

* Please work on your poster presentation based on the abstract you’ve submitted. 
* We are going to use the information you input upon your application in all printings, 
including the presentation abstracts and certificates, so please pay extra attention to 
avoid any mistakes especially in your school’s name, personal names, etc. Please use 
the official name of your school.

* Please make sure to check all details in our “confirmation email” to be sent out  
automatically after your submission. 

* Smart phone emails are acceptable while please make sure your account has a file-
attachment function. Register our domain Scienceedge@jtb.com if necessary. 

* If you need accommodation, you can also apply through our website.


